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makes out at the Bonneville Salt Flats speed
New members welcome! Annual dues are
week. Very interesting ending.
$25 (mail applications and/or dues
Miscellaneous Ramblings
checks, made payable to "NEMES", to our
At the May meeting, two bylaw changes were Treasurer David Baker) Annual dues are
presented and accepted by unanimous vote. A for the calendar year and are due by
st
slate of officers was also nominated. Victor December 31 of the prior year (or with
Kozakevich was nominated for president with application).
the other officers remaining in office. We are Missing a Gazette? Send a US mail or
still looking for a nomination for the new office email to our publisher. Contact addresses
of Program Chair.
are in the left column.
There are three rambles worth mentioning this
month. The first was the gathering on the
common for the Watch City Festival. Todd
Cahill and Amy had their usual great operating
steam display drawing many spectators from
both the Steampunk fraternity and the general
public. I shared a couple of tables with Norm
Jones. Norm asked one of the Steampunk
fraternity to define Steampunk. She replied
“Victorian era science fiction.” Both Norm and I
agreed that is a great definition.
Norm had the Ryder Erickson pumping engine
and the Merry gas engine running. Norm would
tell folks the Ryder Erickson was a hot air
pumping engine and they would ask why
people would want to pump hot air. He also
had the Hero’s fountain drawing interest. Dick
Koolish was also on the common working with
the craftsman from the Prospect Hill Forge
group.
Dick made a YouTube video of the festival:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=acszzKC4iQ0
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Tool Corner
Larry Twaits

Recently I made a fly cutter for a friend, to be used to
replace a mangled count wheel with an unusual tooth form.
Our best guess at the original tooth profile was: 0.049" tooth
space, 0.020" wide tooth, 0.050" high, 0.012" radius
addendum.
I had not tried the often described eccentric arbor method of
relieving a cutter before so this was a chance to do
something new and possibly quicker than making a multitooth cutter, and by the end I discovered a few limitations of
this technique but overall it works well.
Below is the completed tool making a test cut to see if burrs
are a problem.

The shop-built lapping fixture in the next three pictures puts
a radius on the end of a HSS tool blank and blends it into the
adjacent straight flanks. I understand that the traditional
method is to use the end of a cylinder (a hard wire) but
holding a wire this small while cutting a relatively large blank
becomes an interesting problem in itself.
In the next picture, the .125" square tools at the top have the
left and right halves of the tooth profile with the .012" radius
addendum. Together they are used to cut the complete
profile on the blank at the lower left. Then the excess
material is milled away and the hardened and ground cutter
is on the lower right.
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The eccentric arbor (next picture) is 0.250", offset 0.275"
from the center of rotation.

Next is the 0.625" tool blank on the arbor with the tooth
profile cut on the side. The left and right tools were set to
width with the compound then fed under power with a light
chip load for good finish. The surface finish on all of these
tools must be very good since it is transferred to the work.

Below is half of the tooth profile on the completed 0.125" tool
bits magnified 100x. The rings are spaced 0.0025".

In the next photo is the blank with the complete profile from
the eccentric arbor at the lower left. The marks show roughly
where material is cut away to make the finished cutter on the
lower right.
Following that is a photo of the face of the completed cutter
at 100X. This is where I realized that this process produces a
profile elongated by about 12% (-0.006" increase on
-0.050"). I'll say more on this later.
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Other Side

Photo by R. G. Sparber

Bottom Parallel Zero

Without disturbing the DTI's vertical position, the casting is
turned around so the other block can be checked. This end
of the block is at the same height as the other block within
the sensitivity of the DTI.

Bottom Parallel Result
Some Error

Photo by R. G. Sparber

Now I'm testing how parallel the sides of the channel are
with my DTI. First I set zero on the left side with the surface
plate in contact with Reference 2 primary.

Photo by R. G. Sparber

Photo by R. G. Sparber

Running diagonally across this inside surface, one point is
0.001 5” lower. This is not a surprise since I was side milling.
The tip of the end mill tends to bend away from the surface
being cut compared to the area up higher on the end mill. I
therefore get a deeper cut at the top of the end mill than at
the bottom.

The other end is 0.0005” higher. This error probably came
from an error in the support plates. For critical work, soft
jaws would be used to support the casting and this error
might be less. With enough effort, all “time invariant” errors
can be canceled. We are then left with “time variant” errors
like random vibration which cannot be canceled.
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At the other end of the block the DTI reads a difference of
maybe 0.0002”. Note that I did not change the amount the
finger reaches into the slot so am not picking up any side
milling error.
The opposing faces of the slot seem to be parallel but on
cross section I have a “V”. How bad is it really? Time to bring
out my spacer blocks and do a go/no go test.

Back to Beginning

Photo by R. G. Sparber

The left end near the top of the slot reads 0.001 5” lower
than my zero set point. My slot is about 0.001 5” wider at the
top than at the bottom according to the DTI.

Spacer Block TestPhoto by R. G. Sparber

These spacer blocks are accurate with ± 0.0001”. I am
looking for variations in the range of 0.001” so this is good
enough. A stack 1.107” tall is a nice sliding fit up and down at
the top end of the slot.

Top Parallel Zero Photo by R. G. Sparber

Now I am setting my zero with the finger of the DTI against
the right block's bottom face.

Slides OK

Photo by R. G. Sparber

I can slide it up and down plus from front to back and it feels
uniformly smooth.

Top Parallel Result

Next I tried a stack 1.108” tall.As you can see below, it goes
into the slot ¼”. Say the bottom of the slot is at 1.107” and
3⁄4” above the bottom we are at 1.108”. This is a taper of
0.001” per ¾” or 0.001 3” per inch, which is not that good. If I
later find that this is a problem I may have to go back and recut these faces using a fly cutter with Reference 2 primary
and 2 secondary. I should be able to eliminate the side mill
error but will pick up the error caused by changing
references faces.

Photo by R. G. Sparber
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Upcoming
Events
Bill Brackett
To add an event, please send a brief description, time, place
and a contact person to call for further information to Bill
Brackett at: thebracketts@verizon.net or 508-393-6290.

With Larger Spacer

June 6th Thursday 7PM
NEMES Monthly club meeting
Charles River Museum of Industry; Waltham, MA
http://www.neme-s.org 781-893-5410

Photo by R. G. Sparber

If the slot is too wide, the clapper block will be able to move
and that will cause chatter during each cut. In retrospect, a
fly cutter might have been able to get into this slot if the
casting was supported by Reference 2 primary for one face
and Reference 2 secondary for the other face.

June 18-19 Wings and Wheels Open House
The Collings Foundation
137 Barton Road in Stow, MA Cost at gate: $10 Adults
www.collingsfoundation.org/cf_OpenHouseEvents12.htm
June 15-17 Father’s Day Weekend
Pioneer Valley Live Steamers; Southwick MA.
http://www.pioneervalleylivesteamers.org/

Another possible solution given to me by my friend Owen, is
to take a pass with the end mill set to side mill only the top
¼” of the face. Then feed down ¼” and take another pass.
Continue to take passes until the entire face has been cut. In
this way the end mill never sees the full force of cutting the
face.

June 23 11th Annual Van Brocklin Meet
Waushakum Live Steamers; Holliston MA
www.waushakumlivesteamers.org

A third possible solution is to blue spot the out-of-square
faces and then lightly file away the bluing while checking
with the spacer blocks. This idea came from my friend Roy. I
think I will try this idea first.

June 16 9AM The Flea at MIT
Albany Street Garage at the corner of Albany and Main
Streets in Cambridge MA http://www.mitflea.com
June 29-30 Orange Show
Orange Airport Orange MA
www.cmsgma.com

I went with this last approach and it is documented in my
next article.
Stay tuned for part 38 from R. G. Sparber next month.

July 4 Thursday 7PM
NEMES Monthly club meeting (Tentative)
Charles River Museum of Industry; Waltham, MA
http://www.neme-s.org 781-893-5410

Keep sending me email with questions and interesting
shaper stories.
My email address is:

July 6 Antique Engine Meet & Tractor Meet
Boothbay Railway Village; Rt 27; Boothbay ME
www.railayvillage.org

KayPatFisher@gmail.com

July 7 Pepperell Show
RT 111 Pepperell, MA Ken Spalding 978-433-5540

The Return Of
Heathkit

July 21 9AM The Flea at MIT
Albany Street Garage at the corner of Albany and Main
Streets in Cambridge http://www.mitflea.com

EDN magazine had a note on their blog about
someone buying the rights to the Heathkit name and
considering producing kits again. The people who are
doing this seem to be motivated by amateur radio, but
are open to anything if there is enough interest,
including mechanical models. If this interests you,
please go to their new website and fill out a survey to
guide them as they resuscitate this great American
product line.

July 21 antique car and motorcycle club
July 26 -28 Eliot Antique Tractor & Engine Show
Raitt Homestead Farm, Rt 103
Eliot ME. Lisa Raitt 207-748-3303
www.raittfarmmuseum.org/EliotAntiqueTractorandEngineShow.html

http://heathkit.com/survey/index.php/278489?lang=en
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